
PTM Invest holding a.s.



Our holding is represented by 

S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding 

and we would like to introduce them 

to you





S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Український Агрохолдинг) is a company that
specializes in the export of grains, oilseeds, and chicken meat. Our main customers are in Asia,

Africa, and Europe. We have been in the business since 2016 and have established ourselves

as a reliable partner for many major agro-companies such as "Nibulon," "Prometey," "Bunge,"

and "ViOil"

Our product range includes both raw agricultural products as well as processed goods. In

addition to exporting crops such as wheat, sunflower, and soybeans, we also export refined

and unrefined sunflower oil, sunflower meal, soybean meal, and other agricultural by-products.
Furthermore, we export food products such as high-grade and first-grade wheat flour, cereals,

pasta, margarine, and natural butter, and chicken meat.



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agroholding) is a company that specializes in the export of 
culture to 28 countries of the world. Our main clients are in Asia, Africa and Europe. Since 2016, we have proven 
ourselves as a reliable partner for many great agricultural companies, such as Nibulon, Prometheus, Bunge, ViOil.
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

sugar

$/1000 kg

- 121 $/1000 kg

Professionally 

organized delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant adherence 

to contractual …

Competit…

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions for 

cooperation

Cooperation with us has a number of

advantages

Geographical location.

High quality

Low costs

Trade preferences

Variety of assortment



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding produces two classes of wheat: food class II and III, and fodder. 
Grade II food wheat is of high quality and suitable for bread and other food production. Grade III wheat is also 
used in food production, but is of lower quality.
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

wheat

$/1000 kg

- 155 $/1000 kg

The experience and professionalism of our specialists allow the 

company to constantly expand the geography of purchases and sales. 

We are always open to constructive suggestions.

Professionally 

organized delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant adherence 

to contractual …

Competit…

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions for 

cooperation

Cooperation with us has a number of

advantages

Geographical location

High quality

Low costs

Trade preferences

Variety of assortment



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding) is one of the leading 
companies that specializes in the export of barley from Ukraine to Europe, Africa and China.
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

barley

$/1000 kg

- 61 $/1000 kg

Professionally 

organized delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant 

adherence to …

Competit…

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions for 

cooperation

Cooperation with us has a number of

advantages

Geographical location

High quality

Low costs

Trade preferences

Variety of assortment



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding) is one of the leading 
companies that specializes in the export of corn from Ukraine to Europe, Africa and China

Principles of interaction with suppliers and buyers :

Striving for common goals.

on specific results development.

 Responsibility for your contribution to common development.

We do more than we stipulate achievements in the obligations.
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

corn

$/1000 kg

- 63 $/1000 kg

Professionally 

organized delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant adherence 

to contractual …

Competitiv

e prices

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions for 

cooperation



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding) is one of the leading 
companies that specializes in the export of sunflower oil from Ukraine to Europe, Africa and China.
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

oil

$/1000 liter

- 177 $/1000 liter

Refined deodorized frozen. Pouring and 
bottling

Unrefined. Filling (including in Flexi tanks)
For today's multicultural possession, we can transform the great and high-oleic
dormouse, as well as rapak, soybean talon.

Volume 0,9 L (828 gr). 1 L (920 gr) 5 L (4 600 

gr)

Quantity 30,510 bottles 

(1 container 40 

feet);

Quantity -

24,000 bottles in 

a car lot;

Quantity - 15 

bottles in a box;

27,000 

bottles (1 

container);

5,712 

bottles (1 

container)

Price USD – 1,45 USD – 1,45 USD – 7,15

Tradema

rk 

maybe your 

TM.

maybe your 

TM.

maybe 

your TM.

Professionally 

organized delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant 

adherence to …

Competit…

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions for 

cooperation



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding is a leading enterprise specializing in the production of high-
quality flour and semolina in the flour-grinding market.

Cooperation with us has a number of

advantages

  Geographical location.

 High quality

Low costs

Trade preferences

Variety of assortment
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another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

flour

К$/1000 kg

- 3 K$/1000 kg

Professionally 

organized delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant adherence 

to contractual …

Competitiv

e prices

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions for 

cooperation

We offer the following range of flour

flour type Т – 600. flour type Т – 450 flour type Т 
– 450

Our company guarantees high quality and safety of products, thanks to the 

implementation and operation of a quality and food safety management system 

that meets modern norms and standards.



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding - a company specializing in the export of mineral 

fertilizers and pesticides to 28 countries of the world. Our main clients are in Asia, Africa 

and Europe.
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

fertilizer

$/1000 kg

- 234 $/1000 kg

Cooperation with us has a number of

advantages

Geographical location.

High quality

Low costs

Trade preferences

Variety of assortment

Professionally 

organized delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant adherence 

to contractual …

Competitiv

e prices

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions for 

cooperation



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agroholding) - the company 

specializes in the export of complete combined animal feed from Ukraine to Europe, 

Africa, China
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of

animal feed

$/1000 kg

- 75 $/1000 kg

complete combined feed for cattle breeding Compound feed concentrate (a 
mixture of various feeds, suitable for all 
groups of animals, contains a high 
content of minerals, protein, 
microadditives)

Complete feed (completely provides 
animals with all the necessary nutrients 
and minerals)

complete combined feed for birds

combined feed for rabbits, nutria and other small animals

Professionally 

organized 

delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant 

adherence to …

Competiti

ve prices

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions 

for cooperationCooperation with us has a number of advantages

Geographical location.

High quality

Low costs

 Trade preferences

 Variety of assortment



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agroholding) is a company that 

specializes in the export of grains, olives and legumes, food fats and additives to 28 

countries of the world
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of 

butter

$/100 kg

- 115 $/100 kg

butter

margarine

other edible fats incl. for confectionery

Principles of interaction with suppliers and buyers :

Striving for common goals.

on specific results development.

 Responsibility for your contribution to common development.

We do more than we stipulate achievements in the obligations.



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding) is one of the leading 
companies specializing in the export of pasta: spaghetti, horns, vermicelli, pasta in assortment from 

Ukraine to Europe, Africa and China.
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost 

of pasta

$/100 kg

- 22 $/100 

kg

spaghetti

noodles

horns

pasta in assortment

Principles of interaction with suppliers and buyers :

Striving for common goals.

on specific results development.

 Responsibility for your contribution to common development.

We do more than we stipulate achievements in the obligations.



S&M Ukrainian Agricultural Holding (S&M Ukrainian Agroholding) a company specializing 

in the export of chicken meat to 28 countries of the world
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Another supplier S&M Ukrainian

The difference in the cost of

chicken meat  

$/100 kg

- 38 $/100 

kg

Professionally 

organized 

delivery

Transaction 

support at all 

stages

Constant 

adherence to …

Competiti

ve prices

Flexible terms  

supply

We have created the best conditions 

for cooperation

Cooperation with us has a number of advantages

  Geographical location.

 High quality

Low costs

Trade preferences

Variety of assortment





Contacts:

 Residence:
PTM Invest holding a.s.     
Beranových 735
199 00 Praha 9
Česká republika  

             

 Office:
Drtinova 221/10
503 11 Hradec Králové
Česká republika     

          

 CEO: +420 776 271 800; miroslav.panacek@ptmas.cz

 Executive assistant: +420 778 744 581; info@ptmas.cz 

 www.ptmas.cz

mailto:miroslav.panacek@ptmas.cz
mailto:info@ptmas.cz
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